Condensing unit wiring diagram
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simple problem like this can also burn out a fan motor. Our central A. The green line marks a
common location for the fan control circuitry, and the blue line marks the fan motor. The air
conditioner or heat pump condensing coil shown at left receives high pressure refrigerant gas
from the compressor and cools this refrigerant gas back to a liquid state. Sketch from Carson
Dunlop Associates. Typically refrigerant leaves the compressor and enters the outdoor
condensing coil at about psi and about 95 degF. These pressures vary of course by type of
refrigerant, ambient temperatures, compressor details, etc. The Outdoor cooling fan the subject
of this article moves outdoor air across the condensing coil to cool it and assist in condensing
the high pressure, high temperature refrigerant gas back into a liquid. All of the above-listed air
conditioner or heat pump components are discussed in detail throughout this website using the
links at the left of these pages. Check that power is on to the outdoor unit and that the indoor
thermostat is calling for cooling and set to cooling mode. A condenser fan that won't start when
power is turned on, but whose blades will spin easily when power is off may have a worn fan
motor shaft bearing. You may detect this by noticing that you can wobble the fan motor shaft
when power is OFF or you may notice that you can pull the shaft in and out of the motor loose
end-play. If the condenser unit fan won't start at all, check for power to the unit and to the fan
motor and that all of the controls are calling for cooling or heat pump operation ; check for
loose, disconnected wires; Check for a frozen fan motor motor won't turn manually when power
is off. Also possibly there may be no power to the fan and fan blades are moving due to local
breeze blowing through the unit. On occasion a "slow" outdoor fan may be due to a fan blade
that is not secured to the fan motor shaft. If the compressor won't start and if the unit trips a
breaker or blows a fuse as soon as it tries to turn on, the motor is burned out and shorted. This
can leave the fan motor running. A bad fan motor can also cause the fan to turn but only
abnormally slowly. An internal short that is grounding the fan motor windings can leave the fan

running, but abnormally slowly. If the fan itself is balanced and undamaged and secured to the
shaft and the fan motor buzzes or hums the motor may be damaged, overheated, have an
internal bearing failure, or the motor may be hard starting. Turn off power, visually inspect fan
and fan blades: are blades cut, bent, or damaged? Is the fan blade assembly secured to the fan
motor shaft? A bent condenser fan causes stress on the blower fan motor shaft and can destroy
the motor. Minor bends can be corrected manually; damaged blades need to be replaced. Turn
off power and assure that the fan blade is secured to the fan motor shaft. If the fan spins on the
motor shaft and the motor shaft won't turn the motor may be seized and need replacement. If
the fan motor is OK one or more allen screws set into the center bushing of the blower fan itself
may need to be tightened to secure the blower fan to the motor shaft. Typically this is caused by
an internal short in the motor windings. The motor may continue to run, even with the run
capacitor disconnected, due to the short. Reader Question: May 18, Aubrey said: when set to
cooling the compressor fan stops and starts. But when set to cooling the compressor fan stops
and starts, it will not stay on when compressor is on. I can hear the coil from the tinny fan
control circuit board turning the fan off and then back on during this problem. Fan is brand new.
Capacitor is brand new. Fan control circuit board is brand new. Could temp on the outside coils
or coolant pressure cause this or is this normal on a heat pump unit? Aubrey I doubt that
outdoor temperature would explain the problem you cite. More likely there is an electrical or
control problem. May 19, Anonymous said: We just talked to someone in person that has
advanced knowledge of our problem and he said this is a normal built in feature and his unit
does the same thing. Just sharing this info for others. Rapid fan on-off cycling certainly is likely
to indicate an electrical or control problem worth investigating. But it is indeed also normal for
the fan on-off cycle to sometimes be different from the compressor motor on-off cycle. But it
seems to me that that condition should not be for long. The compressor is depending on the fan
to move air across the condensing coil to convert high pressure, high temperature gas back to
a liquid refrigerant. May 20, Aubrey said: Correct. The fan does not stay off for a "long" time. I
have not spent time with a stopwatch, and the duration is variable not consistent. But when it
turns off it will come back on min later best guess. Your service tech will perhaps look for a bad
control board, relay, or wiring connection or sensor. A blower fan may run for a brief while after
the compressor motor has stopped but if the outdoor fan never stops check for a problem with
the control board wiring or circuit. A detailed case of diagnosing and fixing a condenser fan that
was running backwards at speed changes is discussed below at. We list this sequence of
condenser fan troubleshooting checkpoints roughly in the order that an experienced service
technician will try them, putting easy, cheap, or more likely causes higher in the list. Contact us
if you have suggestions. If your air conditioning or heat pump system has lost its cooling
capacity or won't start. The dark blue fan shown at right in the sketch is the indoor air handler
or blower compartment or cooling coil fan found inside the building. This fan blows building air
across the evaporator coil or cooling coil to cool and dehumidify indoor building air. Thanks for
the great step by step instructions to troubleshooting. My AC unit is 18 years old, and I was
afraid it was hopeless, but I decided to run through your checklist, and I was able to get it
cleaned up and running again. I had a problem with my Condenser unit. The fan would run for a
while then stop. First the capacitor was replaced. The problem still came back in the mid day
heat. Then they replaced the fan motor. The problem came back. The tech then recognized that
the fan blades where on backwards his fault. Finally a senior tech came out and recognized that
the fan required a different capacitor than what was initially changed in. The final solution was
for a separate capacitor that matched the fan's requirements to be installed. Jim, thanks so
much for the very nice feedback - that's just super. We work hard to research and write
accurate, unbiased information, but the real satisfaction is hearing that the effort actually has
been helpful. Thank you for the helpful comment. The wiring diagram just above may not apply.
May 30, Jeff said: I have a heat pump unit where the condenser fan motor has burned up.
Ordered a new one off Amazon with the same CAP rating. My old fan was a 4 wire system and
has a red,yellow, brown, and black wire. The new motor is a 3 wire with yellow, brown, and
black. I notice the red on the unit is coming off of a small circuit board that says low. Also,
noticed the old fan wire actually has a quick connect coupler for all four wires to connect into a
circuit board. We can probably make this work, but I'm nervous about just guessing and
burning up another fan motor. See if you can find the wiring diagram for your condenser unit often on a sticker in the unit, or always in the IO manual for the unit. We ought to be able to
follow the old 4-wire fan wiring. Sorry taken so log to reply, I work a lot of hours. I've included
pictures of the schematic as you suggested. Really hoping this new fan is able to be used. That
identifies what each of the wires are. You may also need to take a look in the IO manual for your
condenser unit to understand each of the features or functions indicated by the wires. What
would be the risk in not connecting the red wire to anything and just connecting the brown,

black and yellow wires? My guess is no low speed, but we need to know all circumstances in
which that speed is used to assure dropping it is ok. Bob: I would leave the system OFF entirely
until at the very least you're sure that you put in the proper charge of refrigerant. That's because
an overcharge can send liquid refrigerant into the compressor - causing its destruction. I did the
vacuum and charge thing, meaning I hooked an evacuator pump on the system and then just
opened the service valve so the Ra could fill the line set. Thank you for your response. I will
contact pioneer. The fact that your fan is reversing direction tells me that this is a heat pump
and the controls are miswired or oscillating between heating and cooling, or there's a fan wiring
error - as the unit's new. More subtle would be a mis-adjusted or debris-clogged expansion
valve or reversing valve. Note that Pioneer's mini split units come pre-charged with RA in a
volume sufficient to ccommodate refrigerant line lengths up to 25 ft. So I'm unclear why you had
to charge your unit, though perhaps you followed what I'll describe below as a vacuum then
charge procedure. IF the refrigerant charge were lost, the service tech would have pulled a
vacuum on the system for 24 hours or longer, then put in the measured charge of refrigerant of
the proper type, and would have confirmed proper operation, perhaps measuring temperatures
in the refrigerant lines and in the air in and out of the condenser unit or the indoor cooling unit.
Below is an example - for other readers, of a Pioneer mini-split AC system. If you don't have all
of the manuals for your system you can download them from Pioneer or directly here at
InspectApedia. Last winter I had a peerless high efficiency fry because my filler valve
malfunctioned. I ended up replacing with a navian high efficiency boiler. Since then, I bought a
mini split pioneer seer 19? I think it is a 13k but unit. I installed it following the install
instructions to the letter. I got everything hooked up and my buddy lent me his evacuator. I
dried the lines and did the pressure testing and all held perfectly. I then opened the service
valve port to charge the line set with freon whatever the new stuff is called. I could hear the
lines charging and again, no leaks. The guages were around according to my buddy as he read
the numbers to me or so while trying to cool. No cooling, no heating. The line sets didn't even
get cold or hot by even a degree difference. The reversing valve must be working im guessing
because when i call for heat, the fan will come to a stop, pause and then reverse direction. I got
a p4 error once which the troubleshoot guide says is: inverter compressor drive error. I have
not got that error since. Any idea what this could be? Is it just as simple as the compressor
drive error? Is the drive separate from the compressor? Just had an older unit replaced by a
new 3. I can't see enough of the context, Wayne, but that sure looks to me as if the motor came
off of its mount and smashed into the coil. Upon testing the condenser motor, it runs and spins
true. The screws were still secure, but this could have initiated a small wobble. This is
speculative. The four screws of the fan motor to support frame were still tight, as were the four
bigger screws attaching the framing to chassis minus spacers. Am I barking up the wrong tree
and should I be looking elsewhere? The fan is blowing hot air out the sides and you feel cool air
on top Is it running in the right direction. On - by mod - an turns off outside and doesn't come
back on until I switch the ac off. Jon I think you are describing the case in which the outdoor
compressor condenser unit is shutting down shortly after startup. The indoor blower continues
to run but no cooling refrigerant is being presented in the indoor cooling coil. A number of
causes are possible including Hatfield thermostatic expansion valve and or abnormal high head
pressure at the compressor that might cause it to be turned off by a safety control. P Do let me
know what your service repair technician says. My heat pump has a similar issue only in
reverse. It turns on when I turn on the ac but it only stays on for about minutes and it then,
shuts down and the air begins a rapid heat up within seconds of the fan turning off. The fan
turns off outside and doesn't come back on until I switch the ac off and wait at least an hour or
so n but it is still blowing air in the apartment. Changed compressor starter capacitor but not
the dual run capacitor. Now the compressor comes on freon line gets cold however; the
condenser fan is not running but humming. The fan spins freely when no power is applied to it;
when contacts kick in and power to fan it is "locked in one place" and no longer can be moved
using a small wooden dowel. I ohmed the 3 motor windings and they add up correctly. Could
this just be the run capacitor? Is this more likely the fan bearings? Ok, I am not sure about the
model number of my unit either. The tech's writing is hard to read. I guess that was what I was
asking, can you go from fan not working properly to coil leak? I am not convinced the fan was
fixed either the first or second visit. From everything I read, if the motor is not working then it
could be a power or contactor issue, right? The unit cooled fine until late last week when we
noticed it being extra warm but we have had a mild spring until the last couple of weeks. I am
thinking of asking for a second opinion just to be sure before I sink money into a new coil.
Anything else you can think of to ask about this situation? I really appreciate your help!!!
Denise There is probably something here that we don't understand. I'm not sure how refrigerant
leak would make the fan run intermittently. Seems more likely that's a wiring or control board or

motor capacitor problem there may also be a refrigerant leak and which case we would have
The Coincidence of two different problems occurring at the same time. Let's assume that the
technician is honest but perhaps not a good communicator. Your might ask for an explanation
and let me know what you're told. Inside the house is warm and could have been blowing warm
air. Tech came out and replaced the fan motor. Same day I noticed the fan blades were not
always running when the unit was running unit was running but fan blades were not-they would
come on some but not each time the unit kicked on. Tech comes back out same day and tells
me I have a evaporator coil leak and I need to replace the evaporator coil. Does this seem
reasonable? The unit is 8 years old. Shouldn't the coil last longer than that? I don't want to
spend the money if it is a capacitor. The Air conditioning drags voltage and almost turns off
other appliances when compressor attempts to start up. And if used on a generating set it
seems to power off the generating set, though testing the compressor with a digital multimeter
it seems it's still functional, or I suppose so Please advice on what to do, thank you. Sorry
Jedson but I don't understand the question. Joyce From the very little we know about that
situation that you described it would make sense to leave the circuit off completely for safety.
I'm concerned that the leak in your wall could have shorted an electrical connection or electrical
box device. On - by mod - Common causes of a fan motor intermittently cutting off. I have a
trane heatpump. The fan motor and capacitor have been replaced. The fan is still cutting off and
not cutting back on. Got up this morning and it was off, but the unit was still running. It had
gotten down to 62 degrees. Had to turn the unit off for about an hour. When I turned it back on
the fan came on. What else could be wrong with it? Try the search box just below, or if you
prefer, post a question or comment in the Comments box below and we will respond promptly.
Note: appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment contains an image,
web link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your posting will appear
after it has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay. Just ask us! Search the
InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments Tel: Email: info carsondunlop.
Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home inspection education and report writing
material. The text is intended as a reference guide to help building owners operate and maintain
their home effectively. Field inspection worksheets are included at the back of the volume.
AAON CF Series Condensers and Condensing Units boast the same benefits that customers
have come to expect from other AAON products: serviceability, quiet operation, reliability,
premium efficiency, world class construction, and a number of premier options that provide the
flexibility to suit any application. CF Series Condensing units are designed to reflect the proven
reliability and engineering excellence that can only come from the premier manufacturer of
heating and cooling products. CF Series AAON CF Series Condensers and Condensing Units
boast the same benefits that customers have come to expect from other AAON products:
serviceability, quiet operation, reliability, premium efficiency, world class construction, and a
number of premier options that provide the flexibility to suit any application. Air-cooled
condensing unit or a remote air-cooled condenser, from tons. Compressors are factory installed
with rubber isolation mounts on structural decks in an isolated service compartment for quiet
operation. Corrosion resistant exterior paint that exceeds a 2, hour salt spray test. Each
refrigeration circuit includes automatic low pressure and manual reset high pressure safety
cutouts, and suction and liquid line Schrader valves. Compressors and controls are housed in a
service compartment. Access doors with full length stainless steel piano hinges and lockable
handles provide superior access and serviceability for the isolated compressor and controls
compartment. ECM driven or VFD controlled condenser fans for head pressure control and
complete capacity modulation. High density foam compressor sound suppression blanket
reduces radiated compressor sound. Labeled split system copper stub outs with shutoff valves
for easy installation without the need to cut holes in the cabinet. Factory run test report,
color-coded wiring diagram, and Installation, Operation, and Maintenance manual with startup
form are included in the controls compartment. Compressors and controls are housed in a
service compartment, for easy maintenance. Variable capacity compressors are available on the
lead circuit or all circuits to match the application requirements. Polymer e-coated condenser
coils are available to extend the life of the coils and protect them in corrosive environments.
Available for split system air source heat pumps when paired with an AAON air handling unit,
creating a complete dual fuel split system with hot water, steam, electric, or gas heating. CF
Model. Length Base. Length Top. Double wall rigid polyurethane foam insulated cabinet
construction and direct drive backward curved plenum fans allow RQ series units to have quiet,
energy efficient airflow with high static pressure capabilities. RQ series units also feature
lockable hinged doors which provide service access to all sections of the unit. Air-cooled
condenser packaged DX rooftop unit, from 2 - 6 tons. Water-source heat pump or geothermal
heat pump configurations. High performance hot water, steam, electric, and gas heating.

Variable capacity and two step RA scroll compressors for load matching cooling and improved
part load efficiency. Two-inch double wall rigid polyurethane foam panel cabinet construction
has a thermal resistance of R or greater, which exceeds the R-value of a cabinet with four-inch
thick fiberglass construction. Panels include a thermal break, with no metal contact from inside
to outside, to prevent heat transfer through the panel and prevent condensation on the outside
of the cabinet. The inner wall protects the insulation from moisture damage, prevents microbial
growth, and is easy to clean. Direct drive backward curved plenum supply fans with rubber
isolation mounts are more energy efficient, quieter, and require less maintenance than belt
driven fans. VFD controlled or ECM driven supply and exhaust fans for precise airflow control,
building pressure control, and reduced power consumption. Labeled electrical components and
color-coded wiring match the unit specific color-coded wiring diagram which is laminated and
permanently affixed inside the control compartment. Factory provided or customer provided
controller can be selected to meet existing or new building control architecture. Unit controls
and compressors are contained within compartment isolated from the air stream for ease of
service and quiet operation. Run test report, color-coded wiring diagram, and Installation,
Operation and Maintenance manual with startup form is included in control access
compartment of every unit. RQ Model. How to wire a condensing fan motor for 3 vs. Thanks,
Jesse!. This one seems to confuse even experienced technicians and really is very simple once
you see it. This is AC power and not a dual capacitor, so the terminal side does not matter â€”
Black wire from the condenser fan motor to other side of power on the contactor T2 â€” Brown
wire from the condenser fan motor to the other side of the capacitor opposite the jumper wire.
Now for your 4 wire method: â€” White wire from the condenser fan motor to one side of power
on the contactor T1 â€” Black wire from the condenser fan motor to other side of power on the
contactor T2 â€” Brown wire from the condenser fan motor to the capacitor. Now as you can
see the only difference is there is no jumper from the contactor to the capacitor. The brown wire
with the white stripe is only there for convenience. You will find that it either reads Zero or very
low ohms proving that they are directly connected within the motor. Usually choose the 4 wire
method and have always trained guys that way. Is there a difference in operation between
methods? I teach the four wire method because it is impossible to get confused. You must be
logged in to post a comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment
data is processed. Tech Tips. August 21, Bryan Orr 5 Comments. Diagram courtesy of Emerson.
Bryan Orr. September 30, at pm. Log in to Reply. Jesse says:. October 2, at pm. Joe Valentino
says:. October 1, at am. October 3, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to
post a comment. The proprietary blend of specialty detergents will liquify heavily embedded
grease and grime to restore heat transfer and increase the efficiency of the coil. Viper
Condensate Pan and Drain Treatment is a sprayable gel. It coats the pan, p-trap and drain piping
with a lubricative film to improve flow and prevent future soil adhesion. The slow dissolving
enzyme gel will outperform and outlast conventional tablets and strips. One drop of Nylog on
your rubber hose gaskets prior to attaching your core tools, hoses or vacuum gauge will assure
that things do not bind or leak during evacuation. Derived from refrigeration grade lubricants.
Non-hardening, non-drying fluid which bonds tenaciously to many different substrates.
Typically, one drop of Nylog can be stretched about three feet before breaking. Quick, accurate
flaring equipped with high-performance, large capacity lithium battery, adjustable speed control
and quick-connect, it makes flaring easy and enjoyable, while guaranteeing accurate and
consistent flaring. Email address. Most technicians would rather troubleshoot the refrigeration
system's high side than the low side. This is because almost all the heat absorbed in the system
is rejected in the condenser. All the heat absorbed in the evaporator and the suction line is
rejected in the condenser. Also, the compressor's motor heat and heat generated in the
compression stroke, often referred to as the heat of compression, has to be rejected in the
condenser. Desuperheating: The compressor delivers high-pressure, superheated vapor to the
condenser through the discharge line. The first passes through a standard condenser's tubes
desuperheat the discharge line gases. This prepares the high-pressure, superheated vapors for
condensation phase changes from vapor to liquid , because it takes the sensible measurable
heat away from them and shrinks their volume. Remember, these superheated gases must lose
all of their superheat before reaching the condensing temperature for a certain condensing
pressure. Once the initial passes of the condenser have rejected enough superheat and the
condensing temperature or saturation temperature have been reached, these gases are referred
to as percent saturated vapor. When the refrigerant has reached the percent saturated vapor
point in the condenser Point 2 in Figure 1 , this is the end of the desuperheating process.
Condensation: Now the vapor is ready to condense if any more heat is lost. Indeed,
condensation changing vapor to liquid is the main function of the condenser. Condensing is
system dependent and usually takes place in the lower two-thirds of the condenser. Once the

saturation or condensing temperature is reached in the condenser and the refrigerant gas has
reached a percent saturated vapor state, condensation can take place. As more heat is taken
away from the percent saturated vapor, it forces the vapor to a liquid state; it condenses. The
condensation process happens between Points 2 and 3 in Figure 1. When condensing, the
vapor gradually changes its state to liquid until all that remains is percent liquid. This phase
change, or change of state, is an example of a latent heat rejection process. The heat being
removed during this phase change is latent heat, not sensible heat. This change from vapor to
liquid happens at one temperature; the temperature remains constant while phase changing,
even though heat is being removed. Note: An exception to this occurs in the series refrigerant
blend, which has a temperature change [glide] when phase changing. This one temperature is
the saturation temperature. It corresponds to the saturation pressure in the condenser.
Remember, only at saturation in a phase-changing region is there a pressure-temperature
relationship and the technician can use a pressure-temperature chart. This pressure can be
measured anywhere on the high side of the refrigeration system as long as line and vapor
pressure drops and losses are negligible. Subcooling: The last function of the condenser is to
subcool the liquid refrigerant. Subcooling can be defined as any sensible heat taken away from
the percent saturated liquid. Technically, subcooling is the difference between the measured
liquid temperature and the liquid saturation temperature at a given pressure. Once the saturated
vapor in the condenser has changed its phase to saturated liquid, and the percent saturated
liquid point has been reached, if any more heat is removed, the liquid will go through a sensible
heat rejection process. Its temperature will drop as it loses heat. The liquid that is cooler than
the saturated liquid in the condenser is called subcooled liquid. The condenser subcooling
process starts at Point 3 and continues to the end of the condenser. Subcooling is an important
process, because it starts to lower the liquid temperature closer to the evaporating temperature
before the refrigerant reaches the metering device. This reduces flash loss in the evaporator, so
more of the vaporization of the liquid in the evaporator can be used for cooling the product
load. In other words, the net refrigeration effect is increased. The condensing temperature in
any system is figured off of the condensing pressure using a pressure-temperature chart.
Condenser splits can range from 15 degrees to 30 degrees, depending on whether the
condenser is a standard-, mid-, or high-efficiency unit. The higher the efficiency, the more coil
surface area there will be, thus the lower the condenser split will be. In this article we will
discuss a standard-efficiency condenser that normally runs a 25 degree to 30 degree split. Note
that condenser splits are not affected by ambient temperature changes. If there is an increase in
the ambient temperature, there will also be an increase in the condensing temperature, but the
condenser split difference between the two temperatures will remain the same. On the other
hand, condensing temperatures for a single condenser can vary depending on two factors: the
ambient swing and the evaporator heating load. As the ambient temperature increases, less
heat can be rejected from the air-cooled condenser to the hotter ambient. Therefore, more of the
heat absorbed by the evaporator and suction line, as well as the heat of compression generated
by the compressor, will remain in the condenser. This increases the condenser's internal
temperature and pressure. The condenser is now operating at an elevated condensing
temperature for the elevated ambient; the difference between the condensing temperature and
the ambient condenser split remains the same. On the other hand, if the evaporator sees more
of a heat load, more heat has to be rejected to the condenser; its condensing temperature
increases. With an increased condensing temperature, the condenser split is increased because
the ambient temperature remained the same. On the other hand, if you find a high condenser
split, you will immediately know that the refrigerator or freezer is rejecting a lot of heat out of
the condenser. There must be a lot of heat being absorbed in the evaporator. Causes could
include:. What happens in the condenser is a direct reflection of what is happening in the rest of
the refrigeration system. Never ignore troubleshooting the high side of the refrigeration system.
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often give technicians valuable hints as to what the problem may be within a refrigeration
system. The high side of the refrigeration system offers valuable information to the wise
technician. Figure 1. A diagram of a basic refrigeration system showing various functions of the
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